
Language of the Discipline

As mentioned before, engaging your students is, as we all know, a key 
factor to creating student understanding. Students crave activities that 
allow them to make meaning of the material being presented.

On the next few pages are craftivities to allow students to practice and 
help cement the ideas centered around this icon. For each activity, sort the 
words that are related to the craftivity. For example, for “Crocodile 
Conversation”, students will add words such as reptile, snout, and scaly.

Additionally, allowing students creativity time that is 
hands on will also solidify their learning. Students 
will have something tangible to relate to this icon. 

Craftivities
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Eyes and 
Nostrils
(Cut 4 
black.)

Eyes (Cut 
2 white.)

Crocodile 
Conversation
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Crocodile Conversation
Sort the words below. If the words are language that is related to the discipline of 

crocodiles, add the words to the crocodile pocket that you create. If the word is not 
language that is related to crocodiles, discard the word.

reptile purple amphibian Africa

mammal scaly Australia lizard

egg 
layer poisonous wetlands snout

predator Asia cold-
blooded America

Crocodylia Antarctica Europe tail
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Flower 
Power

Flower Center
(Cut 1 in your 

choice of color.)

Flower Pocket
(Cut 1 in your 

choice of color.)
Glue around the 
curved edge and 
adhere it to the 
flower center.

Flower Petal
(Cut 5 in your choice of color.)

Glue to the back of the flower center.
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Flower Power
Sort the words below. If the words are language that is related to the discipline of flowers, 

add the words to the flower pocket that you create. If the word is not language that is 
related to flowers, discard the word.

rose trunk plant petals

bank garden hive daisy

roots branches leaves light

water stem sprinkle twig

nest waterfall botanist soil
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cut out

Teacher 
Talk

Teacher Head
(Cut 2 in your choice of 
color. Cut out the 
mouth.) Glue around 
edge, and attach 
them to each 
other. 

Teacher Mouth
(Cut 1 in white.) 

Glue along the top 
edge, and adhere 

to the mouth cut-
out on the head. 

It is helpful to 
make a little fold 

along the top 
before gluing.

Teacher Eyes
(Cut 2 in white.)

Teacher Eyes
(Cut 2 in 
choice of eye 
color.)
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Teacher Hair
(Cut 1 desired 

color.) Glue to 
the back of 

the head.

Teacher Hair
(Cut 1 desired color.) Glue to 
the front of the head. If 
you are making a male 
teacher, you may 
only want to use this 
part for hair.
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Teacher Talk
Sort the words below. If the words are language that is related to the discipline of 

teachers, add the words to the teacher’s mouth. If the word is not language that is 
related to teachers, discard the word.

teach learn patients grocery

guide doctor students knowledge

engine educate school stairs

cloud books fire
hydrant instruct

dedicated lamp patient curtain
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